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Meeting of the Faculty Governance Leaders 
Albany, NY 

21-23 Sept. 1995 
E. Wallace Attending 

Thursday (9/23 ; 7 - 9 PM) -
Topic # 1 - Faculty Governance Role in identifying areas to down-size. 
Different campuses have approached this sensitive issue in different ways. Three of these 
were: 
Campus A- Faculty requested "quantifiable data" that led to retrenchment decisions. 
Campus B - Had an agreement with administration concerning the procedure by which 
cuts to faculty would be made. 
Campus C - We do not participate in the process of retrenchment . "When they come to 
you (re: retrenchment) the decisions have already been made. Don't participate- it lends 
legitimacy to the process. You'll end up with accountability for the retrenchment but with 
no power to alter the process." 

Topic #2- Vince Aceto, University Faculty Senate President, attended. He asked for help 
from governance leaders (and senators) in providing faculty with the response form to be 
relayed to the committees on restructuring. (This committee was established by the Board 
of Trustees in response to the Legislative mandate.) Aceto- "Our best stance is to do 
what we do best which is to take a thoughtful, intelligent position and provide input 
concerning issues that pertain to the University. We know SUNY best." 

Aceto - "There are two ways that we can respond : Thoughtfully or with rage." Both 
forms of response were evident among the Campus Governance Leaders. 

Campus A - "fm worried that this meeting will pass us by and we will not have taken to 
opportunity to express (vent) our ideas concerning the restructuring of the university." 

There was some sentiment that this is the time to change the nature of the University 
Faculty Senate. It may be time for it to become more of a "political action committee." 

Friday AM - (8 AM -10 AM) 
Topic #3- This session began with a discussion of a motion passed by the Campus 
Governance Leaders in Jan 95 concerning the role of Campus Governance Leaders' on the 
college councils. Two confounding issues were discussed: 1. some (thought it's thought 
not most) college councils are resistant to having Campus Governance Leaders' participate 
fully. More of a problem was UUP opposition (in fact a law suit was filed sometime back) 
to having any faculty involvement in personnel decisions , as sometime come before the 
College Council. The University Faculty Senate thinks that a proposal can be constructed 
that excludes this potential conflict of interest. The University Faculty Senate governance 
chair, Ivan Brady, has pursued this and believes that by the January Senate Meeting some 
closure can be brought to this. 
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Topi~ #4- ?n~ governance leader reported that she had been presented with a SUNY red 
ta? h~t ?f cntena that the Trustees may use to identify susceptible programs/areas. The 
cntena mclude: 1. Programs of high availability; 2. programs with low enrollment (25% 
(or more) below the average of similar programs); 3. programs with high cost. These 
ta~g~ts could be exempted if cases could be made for program that: involved a special 
mtsston of the campus; were programs of particularly high quality; had a "regional 
application .. " 

Friday AM (10 AM- 12 Noon) -
Discussion with Dave DeMarco - Asst. Chancellor for Budget. Mr. DeMarco was asked 
to provide information concerning the budget process, and the prospects for campuses 
over the next three fiscal years. 
* System. Administration Agenda of now: Reduce the specificity off budget allocation 
from the legislature .. This would give SUNY more flexibility to plan. Several governance 
leaders commented that while this sounds good on first read, System Administration 
(fonnerly SUNY Central) decisions could be used to downsize campuses unilaterally. 
This may favor strong units (i.e. Geneseo) but work against others. 
* Expect at least 2 more years of reductions [This sentiment was reiterated by Bill 
Anslow (Senior Associate Chancellor for budget) at the plenary session on Saturday] 
* The partial allocation (22% quarterly distribution rather than 25%) that we've gotten 
from the state budget office this is actually against state law - at least as it applies to 
SUNY. System. Admin. hasn't played the "law card" as yet, for "good will" reasons it 
seems. DeMarco doesn't think the midyear cut will be the 12% implied by the 22% partial 
releases. The cutback will more likely be in the 1.5%-2% (of total operating budget) 
range. 
* DeMarco-- "Prior Boards of Trustees looked to System Admin. for budget 
recommendations. The current Board is less inclined to look to System Administration. 
for guidance." 
* DeMarco: "Even though the budget has drawn "!ost of the attentio~ s~ far this, the 
most important thing that is happening cu"ent/y ~s tha~ the Board wt/1, m the next 2-3 
months set a new mission/vision for SUNY that will dectde the status of SUNY for the next 
10 years .. " There is a clear feeling that the role of the trustees is greater now than it has 

been in the past .. 
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Executive Committee Minutes 
26 September 1995 

Members Present: B. Anemone, S. Bossung, C. Cusack, G. Drake, G. De Bolt, F. Fidura, K. 
Fletcher, K. Jones, C. Leary, C. Silverman, W. Spruill, E. Wallace (Chair), A. Whitehead. 
Excused: C. Dahl, J. Reber. 

CALL TO ORDER 
Senate Chair Wallace called the meeting to order at 12.03 PM. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 19 September 1995 Meeting (Bulletin, pages 78-80) 
B. Anemone asked for a slightly more diplomatic wording of his report from the meeting of 19 
September, particularly by striking the first clause of the sentence that begins "The Faculty Affairs 
Committee regarded ... . " (Bulletin, p. 79). 

C. Silvennan noted that Clare Cusack's name has been misspelled in previous minutes. 

The minutes were approved unanimously as amended. 

REPORTS 

President's Report 
No report. 

Provost's Report 
1. F. Fidura reminded the Committee about the Teleconference on Academic Dishonesty being 
held on Friday, 29 September. 
2. The Student Computing Access Program (SCAP) still has $113,550 available. Fidura will be 
asking departments to submit proposals for SCAP grants as soon as possible 

Chair's Report 
1. Student Senators: Doug Harke has been asked to fill Graduate Senator assignments for Student . 
Affairs and Graduate Affairs Committees. 
2. Report of Campus Governance Leaders Meeting and Response: E. Wallace recently attended a 
meeting of campus governance leaders in Albany, at the same time that University Senator J. 
Reber participated in the University Faculty Senate meeting. He reported that the Trustees are 
working on a restructuring plan for SUNY which the State Legislature requires by 1 December 
1995. The University Faculty Senate Executive Committee has been asked to participate in the 
process in an advisory capacity. 
Trustee Roderick Chu's Mission Nision Subcommittee did some work on this last month, and 
Chu reported this to the SUNY University Faculty Senate and the campus governance leaders. 

F. Fidura reminded the Executive Committee that Chu's report is the thinking of one of the 
subcommittees, not a conclusive document. 
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University Faculty Senate President Vince Aceto asked all campus governance leaders to share 
the University Faculty Senate Executive Committee's memo of 19 September. The memo asks 
campuses to provide input to various committees as they go about the rethinking process. Types 
of input are suggested in this memo; additionally, the two Trustees who spoke to the University 
Faculty Senate (Candace deRussy and Roderick Chu) asked for direct responses to them from 
members of SUNY campuses. Quite a few ofthe college governance representatives did not wish 
to participate in this process. 

Wallace asked the Executive Committee how Geneseo should respond to Aceto's memo. 
Responses are due by 5 PM on Friday, 6 October. Extensive discussion on the method and nature 
ofthe response followed. 

F. Fidura explained the rethinking of SUNY from the point of view of Governor Pataki and the 
Trustees. The two major issues for Pataki and his administration are faculty productivity and 
program duplication. With these issues in mind, SUNY Interim Provost S. Weber has generated 
voluminous data showing that SUNY compares very favorably with other institutions outside 
SUNY in terms of faculty hours. But SUNY compares unfavorably with these other institutions 
when it comes to the number of student contact hours per FTE. These data suggest to the Pataki 
administration that our classes are too small because we teach the same mix of programs; SUNY 
could solve this problem by increasing the size of classes and eliminating program duplication 
between campuses. For this reason, SUNY campuses were asked what they would eliminate if 
4%, 8%, and 12% cuts were imposed. In a conference call with Provost Weber, the Campus 
Presidents declined to offer such information because it would lead to a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
So now the Central Office will provide a matrix identifying programs that are under-enrolled, 
duplicated, and/or costly and will allow us to identify what we should do about them. 

The short deadline puts pressure on the Central Office to get something out to the Trustees for 
the legislature by 1 December, though this gives little time for extended deliberation about 
restructuring. This might not be as bad as we think. At least one Trustee has made a brief visit to 
Geneseo, and another had a phone conversation with President Dahl. The Trustees are talking 
about campus autonomy and letting campuses keep revenues; yet the Trustees are also talking 
about outsourcing and privatizing. 

Wallace observed that the Trustees are bypassing Systems Administrations in SUNY Central and 
Chancellor Bartlett. B. Anemone asked if having the Trustees write the report on rethinking 
SUNY is unprecedented. Fidura confirmed that it was. 

A. Whitehead suggested the Trustees are acting as a buffer, but the normal channels are no 
longer being used in cuts to other state agencies. Fidura said SUNY's case is a bit different. 

Wallace said that deRussy has been asking the following types of questions: 
1. Are SUNY faculty burdened with non-academic tasks? 
2. Are SUNY faculty in control of the curriculum? 
3. Is there dialogue between faculty and administration? 
4. What are the best ways to use available resources and money? 
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5. Is the present student/faculty ratio appropriate? 
6. Are sabbaticals enriching and helping SUNY students? 
7. Are academic resources spread too thin? 

These are questions we should be answering if we can. We may have other, even more pertinent, 
questions and answers that should be passed along to the Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
and/or Trustees. 

S. Bossung asked if the Executive Committee could take a position on the restructuring process 
before the next meeting of the College Senate. 

Wallace said that he wanted to circulate Aceto's document and ask faculty to e-mail responses to 
Aceto who, along with the University Faculty Senate Executive Committee will provide the 
faculty input to the Mission/Vision Planning Committee. He felt that the Trustees would find a 
large-volume response impressive. Fidura stressed that simply saying that reductions affect 
quality carries no weight in this debate; so SUNY Central/F Acuity Senate needs to present a 
credible plan by a certain date. It is therefore helpful to send in constructive alternatives that 
would save money and yield the same quality if it is possible. 

Spruill felt that the deadline was too soon, and that if we respond, we should speak with one 
voice. She suggested that we have a small, representative group of students and teaching faculty 
study the issue and formulate a response. G. De Bolt asked if Geneseo alumni are participating in 
this response process. Wallace replied that rethinking SUNY document has come up so recently 
that the alumni are most likely not aware of this yet. K. Jones thought we could combine a 
definite, unified statement from Geneseo along with a significant number of individual responses. 

Whitehead wanted to know if anyone in the Faculty Senate is working on why SUNY is vital to 
New York State. Wallace assured her that they were. Whitehead thought that testimony from 
Geneseo Alumni would provide strong evidence of SUNY's vital role. 

Wallace said he would send Aceto's memo to Department Chairs and ask them to share it with 
their faculty. Wallace said that we could develop a formal, approved policy on top of individual 
comments. 

De Bolt concurred that we should encourage individual faculty to respond, but the members ~~ 
the Executive Committee should study this issue for its next meeting on 3 October and subnut tts 
own response. Wallace asked members to e-mail their thoughts to him in the next couple of d~ys 
so that he could compose an initial statement. De Boh encouraged Wallace to get this informatton 
to both chairs and individual faculty, but that the Executive Committee study the issue and 
produce a statement that represents the Committee's viewpoint. 

Bossung wanted to know if we had the "relevant data" Aceto asks for in a form we could actually 
use. 
Wallace thought we could get some local data of this sort from Jim McNally's office. 
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~emone b~ough.t up the issue o~ arguing for Geneseo as an elite institution. Wallace says that an 
mcreas~d di~cuss10n of campu~ differentiation goes along with the Faculty Senate's frequently 
emphasized tdea of SUNY as mtegrated mosaic, in which diverse parts work together to make a 
whole. Anemone also thought it would be helpful to have information on program duplication. 
Wallace aid that the leadership of the University Faculty have this information. But we can speak 
firsthand about sabbaticals, class load, etc. 

K. Fletcher reminded the Committee that whatever goes to Faculty Senate will be read by 
representatives from all SUNY campuses. 

Bossung asked if we should attach some guidance to faculty about key matters to address. 
Wallace said he would include the first page and a half from Vince Aceto; Anemone asked that 
we attach with this a summary of the suggestions from the Mission/Vision Subcommittee. 

Jones asked ifWallace could call a special meeting of the Senate. Wallace said he could do this 
for next Tuesday afternoon, in time to get responses to the University Faculty Senate who will 
meet on 6 October to discuss responses. Bossung wanted to have more time for people to talk 
among themselves and deliberate, with a meeting at a later date. Spruill thought we could use a 
small forum composed of students and teaching faculty. We did this last year in response to the 
tuition increase, and Geneseo spoke then as one voice. So a big meeting to air opinions should be 
followed by a smaller, focused fact-finding group. Wallace pointed out that the Executive 
Committee is already that kind of smaller forum which can then speak to the larger forum of the 
Senate. Bossung still had reservations about an open college meeting next Tuesday. 

Anemone moved that Executive Committee members e-mail the Chair with responses which he 
will then distill into a draft document that the Executive Committee will discuss next week; this 
document would be submitted to Vmce Aceto to meet the 6 October deadline and also appear on 
the agenda for the All CoUege/CoUege Senate Meeting on 24 Octo per . The motion was 
seconded and carried unanimously. 

Spruill wanted to know about student input. C. Cusack was concerned that students didn't know 
about the restructuring deadlines; it wiU come as a surprise at the Student Senator Caucus on 
Thursday. 

Treasurer's Report 
No report. 

Vice-Chair's Report 
No report. 

UCC Report 
K. Jones noted a correction for her committee report in the Senate Minutes for 19 September: 
the 31 October deadline is for the Fall 1996 College Bulletin. 
Policy Committee Report 
No report. 
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Graduate Affairs Committee Report 
No report. 

Faculty Affairs Committee Report 
B. Anemone mentioned three topics that have been suggested for discussion by the Faculty 
Affairs Committee. 

1. The Committee will look at how departments apportion DSI money. Former President Harter 
changed the system a few years ago 
2. Anemone wanted to know if there was a College policy for hiring adjuncts if a faculty member 

is called for jury duty and is assigned to a lengthy trial. W. Spruill inquired ifthere was a 
constitutional charge of a Senate committee to deal with this policy. 
3. With the SOFis now off to the printer, the Committee will meet a week from today to discuss 
administration of the SOFI forms and the kinds of data we want MeN ally to provide for us from 
these forms. 

Student Affairs Committee Report 
No report. 

University Senator's Report 
No report. 

Central Council Report 
C. Cusack provided the Executive Committee with a complete list of all undergraduate Senators. 
She also announced that there will be a Student Senator Caucus on Thursday. 

NEW BUSINESS 
There was no new business. 

OLD BUSINESS 
There was no old business. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Chair Wallace adjourned the meeting at I : I 0 PM. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Graham N Drake 
Secretary 
College Senate Secretary 
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September 22 

University Faculty Senate Meeting 
Albany, NY 

September 22-23, 1995 
1. D. Reber 

Morning meeting- 4 year colleges met as a group to discuss common concerns. We would then report 
back on Saturday morning (9/23) to the assembled group with our common concerns. Comments tended 
to be all over the board. The following is a sample of the comments. 
1. We should not cooperate with the Board of Trustees or Central Administration but just react to their 

decisions. 
2. Senate must not talk about money just consider ideas. 
3. We should emphasize to the Board of Trustees that SUNY students are entitled to the same quality of 

education as students get in private colleges. 
4. The Board has Distance Learning and Technology as an item yet they have never discussed il 
S. Trustees have a monumental task and seem to be willing to listen to faculties input However, it 

appears that some have an ideology set. 
6. September 12 was the first meeting between President Aceto and the Chancellor. Is the Chancellor 

active in the decisions being made or is he not interested in the faculty input? 
7. An important issue before the Board of Trustees is whether SUNY should be doing remedial work. 

The four college people want to keep their remedial courses and programs. 
Trustee Candace deRussy joined our group: 

Invitees comments from faculty 
New SUNY should be driven from academic considerations. not political considerations 
Data is not everything - must look at quality 
Will not use one model for everything. for example 

a Colleges should be different 
b. Class size should not be the only criteria used for eliminating classes 

Remedial work • reality is that students need it as they enter college but we should look at changing 
this reality 

Main Sessionintheaftemoon-111thPlenaryMeetingofSenate.. _______ -·- -··- ·· ··-· ---·-······-· . .... . 
President Vmcent Aceto introduced several people. It appears that a more coopen~tive spirit i!-in the- · 

works. The people he introduced were: 
Chair of CUNY Faculty Senate • Sandi E. Cooper 
UUP President -Bill Scheuerman 

Reoort by President Aceto: 
1· The Board of Trustees received a legislative charge this summer "to develop a multi-year, 

COmprehensive. system-wide plan to increase cost-dliciency in the continuing pursuit of the highest 
QUality and broadest possible access coDSistcnt with the state university mission .. by December 1, 199 S. 
As a response to this the Board of Trustees established 4 committees· Mission/VISion. Structure, 
Operations, Revenues and Tuition. The Faculty Senate is involved with these committees and have 
been asked to provide input. Campus leaders have been asked to reproduce the document Rethinking 
~ and have faculty fill out the form on the last page and send to President Aceto 
t ACEToVJ@CA.ALBANY.EDU) by October 6. The Faculty Senate will use the responses and put 
og~ a report which will be sent to the four Board of Trustee committees. First time trustees in 

P3nicular have asked for our input 
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2. Productivity question- there is no statement on productivity put-toge~er by faculty. The President 
wants to change that UUP and Faculty Senate have begun to work on this question. They will hold 
some wingspread conferences on productivity and come up with a preliminary document This 
preliminary document will be shared with faculty to get their reaction before preparing a final 
document Our counterparts in the University of California system have been invited to participate in 
this project. This would bring together the two largest state systems to study faculty productivity and 
work loads. The final document should be completed by next spring. 

3. Faculty Senate has 7 Listservers. Each standing committee has one as well as the executive 
committee. The President will also be setting up a listserver for discussion on the "Rethinking SUNY" 
initiative. 

Speaker- Dr. Candace deRussv. member of the Board of Trustees 
"Raising the Question of Academic Quality" 

My notes are as follows: 
SUNY must pursue academic excellence (not quality but excellence). High quality is associated with 

business where one tries to produce a product with no defects - the wrong concept for academics. 
SUNY must better allocate its resources. 
We must identify ways to raise academic questions. 
We must reconfigure a more illustrious institution. 
Academic excellence cannot be captured by quantitative data. 
Faculty must define and uphold academic excellence. 
Does our curriculum adapt to changing needs while at the same time have some basic (constant) 

component? 
Do our students read thoughtfully and write clearly7 
Are our students scientifically and culturally literate while at the same time prepared for a job? 
Are our senior faculty in the classroom? 
Have faculty assumed responsibility for their curriculum and academic structure? 
What is your response to limited resources? 
Sabbaticals - do they enrich your teaching? 

do they help your students? 
do they serve New York? 

Are your resources spread too thin? - too many courses? -too large a general ed requirement? 
Faculty should decide how to use distance learning. Distance Icaming.should.not supplantfaculty..in .... -

the classroom. 
Interestingly SUNY does not posses long term reliable data on quality of -students. no longitudinal 

study. We must use many types of data. not just SAT scores. 
Remediation- cost for remediation by SUNY last year was $94 million. K-12 cost -was $25 billion. 

We must disagregate remedial education - make a better determination of their potential for doing 
college work. Maybe Community Colleges are a better pla<:c for remediation? 91% of public 
colleges offer remedial work. This destroys incentive for excellence - no impetus for high school 
students to achieve. Phase in a policy over several years. 

We must have a systematic review of academic standards by faculty. 
She will assist continuing excellence. 
She welcomes faculty comments - write or email your ideas. · · : · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · -
The reality is that the state has ove:rextcnded itself for so many years no matter who is in the 

governor's office the state's economics will not get better. 
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2nd Speaker- Roderick Chu, member of the Board of Trustees and chair of Mission/Vision committee 
"Some Initial Thoughts on Mission/Vision" · 

He gave some insights on the preliminary document put out by the Mission/Vision Planning Committee: 
We now need to critically look at this document- it is a brain storming of ideas. The final document 

is due December 1, 1995. 
He likened SUNY to the companies that did not see the "cliffs" coming. Examples are IBM and 

General Motors. 
Change is very difficult but if we do not come up with a plan someone will. 
Page 5 - Mission 

Rod Chu has not seen any writing by faculty on the mission of SUNY. 
He made the comment that faculty are continuously upgrading their research but are they 
upgrading their teaching. 

Page 6 - Proposition 1 
Student expectations include "to get a job". 

Page 7 - Proposition 2 
This is the key proposition 
No single institution can offer everything - the renaissance college is no longer true 
Distance learning gives us the tool to cany out the integration which is mentioned in point 3. 

There have been failures but we should not be stopped by them. 
We arc one of the youngest state universities but we are already set in our ways. What's the good 

of being the largest public university if we are going to atrophy. 
Page 8 - Proposition 3 

. A college degree is like a high school diploma used to be. It is necessaJY for getting a job. 
Clinics and hospitals are just not part of SUNY's mission. 

Page 9 - Proposition 4 
Graduate degrees arc what a BA degn:c used to be. 

Page 10- PropositionS 
Allowing aU the SUNY colleges to became independent would not save money. 
We must cut programs at some colleges. For example teacher education -we are producing too 

many yet what are we doing about it 
Page 12 - Next Steps 

Economist in Chu says close some schools but politics says no schools will be closed. 
Concluding statements: -------- ---------- · 

State business offices have been the driving force for change, not the faculty or Faculty Senate. 
Do not ask question: what is cost to state if we do not do rcmediationLAsk:.why.should.we be: ..... _ .. 
doing the remediation? 
We cannot sustain the steady state condition for down sizing by cut, cut, .... We need to restructure 

independent of cuts. Businesses that did not restructure have lost. 

3rd presentation - Chancellor Thomas Bartlett 
Ideas that are '"bubbling out" that are likely to be addressed 
1. Efficiency- administrative and faculty productivity. Faculty productivity will increase? 
2. Aie there businesses we should not be in? (hospitals, health care) 
3. Partnerships 

Between campuses 
Between academic programs among campuses 
Between other agencies 

4. Tuition revenues 
In 1988 894»At of the SUNY operating budget was from tax money 
In 1995 49% of the SUNY operating budget was from tax money 
Question: Will this trend continue? 
Differential tuition - to whose benefit 
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6. Relationships (of statutory colleges) 
7. Decision making devolution 

Where should decisions be made? 
Who should make the decisions? The state - System Central - Regional - Campus 
His comments on the budget: 

The process started in August. 
The state budget is $3 3 billion, divided into $23 billion for aid to localities and S 10 billion 

going to state government. general state charges, and debt services. (SUNY is in 
the $10 billion pot) 

Over the last 5 to 7 years the budget cuts have come form the S 10 billion part. 
The best estimates are that the cut this year will be $3 billion with S 1 billion coming from 

the $23 billion part and $2 billion coming form the $10 billion part. SUNY's part will 
be in the neighborhood of S 130 to S 150 million. 

Central Administration has not received a budget letter yet 

September 23. 1995 

Report by Bill An!low - Stnior Vice Chancellor for Finance and Management (budget) 
He gave us the same figures the Chancellor gave us. However, he did have some other comments .. 
In discussions with the DOB they expect an additional cut this year. 
If there is a S 150 million budget reduction next year the implications are that at least $8Q million will 

have to be made by reducing lines (people) on the campuses. SUNY expects to invest $30 million in 
technology, innovation and repairs and renovations. This means an additional $30 Dillliori will have 
to come form lines (people). Therefore, the total reduction in lines will be $110 million. 

The prospects for a tuition increase next year is dismal (political reasons). 
No sector of SUNY will take a differential hit in their budget. 

Reports by Various Committees 

Two resolutions were passed 

Document! available are: 
Rethinking SUNY 
Mission/Vision Planning Committee preliminary report 
Board of Trustees Budget Overview 
Committees reports 
Resolutions 
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... 

Policy Committee Minutes 
September 26, 1995 

Members Present: J. Boiani, K. Cylke, G. DeBolt, B. Evans, B. Gohlman, T. 
Greenfield, S. Hanft, D. Johnson, R. Lin, C. Lougeay, A. 
Reynolds, A. Samson, J. Stone, J. Williams 

The Policy Committee was asked to examine what appeared to have been an error in 
the recording of the minutes of the Policy Committee as published on p. 383 of the 
1994-95 College Senate minutes. The issue in question was the way in which 
Carnegie units are calculated. The Committee unanimously passed a motion to 
amend p. 383 of the College Senate minutes to read: 

"field studies are accounted as 15 periods of 100 minutes duration each (25 
clock hours or 30 class hours) of study equals one Carnegie unit of credit." 
(Changes are underlined.) 

Other issues discussed included: 

1. Should questions relating to the class period length (i.e., 50 and 75 minu~es 
vs. 60 and 90 minutes) be addressed by Policy rather than by Faculty Affaus 
(see p. 23 of the College Senate Bulletin)? 

2. Policy issues that should be published in the next Undergraduate Bulletin 
should be processed in time to be acted upon no later than the January 
meeting of the College Senate. 

The meeting was adjourned. 
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